
POWER 
OF PRINT
F EATHER  &  F I NCH  PHOTOGRAPHY

So why Print? What is Print and why is it so important?  
 
We are living in a generation that takes more photos than
any other, yet enjoys a photo less. How many times do you
take a picture on your phone and never look at it again? It’s
going to take you less than two minutes to understand the
importance of print and why heading to develop a few
pictures at your local store just won’t cut it.  
 
So, let’s quickly cover the Power of Print.  
 
A hard copy printed picture really shows its true value
when it is all we have left. I have learnt this the hard way
and now know the value of each capture that I can
physically hold in my hand.  
Let’s just say you were to lose something or someone you
loved ever so dearly. What is the first thing you would try to
find to rekindle those memories of happiness? It’s a printed
photos, a physical piece of a moment you want to
remember and relive.  
I still remember the day I lost my father. 21 and stuck in the
revolving life of technology. I would take hundreds of
pointless photos on my phone never understanding the
importance of prints.  
 



The day came and my mother called me to say my
last goodbyes. This was the hardest time in my life;
to stand next to the person I cared about so much,
the person I didn’t tell how much he meant to me. 
I remember heading into our family home and I just
stopped. I stood in the door way of his office for
about five minutes just looking lessly at each object
and found no substance. All I could see were
objects, technology, white walls. Tears continued
to roll down my face and I released the time was
too late, I frantically looked through my phone, my
computer and my hard drive going through the  
countless images to find hardly any together, any
important photos other than photos of my brunch
and bullshit.  
I would give my world to have more photos of him.
To hold a physical product, to be able to show my
son his grandfather. But unfortunately through
phone upgrades, not printing enough captures, I
have five photos left. FIVE.  
I will never be able to turn back time, but I can
educate others on what it taught me, and ensure
they are left with more than just a few memories to
hold onto.  
 
So, why Print?  
Once you print an image it truly comes to life. It is
now a milestone that can be handed down through
generations. It will bring laughter, joy and
sometimes tears but the true emotional connection
is something that we very rarely get to see or feel
these days as we glance it our phone screens.  
 
Why not a DIY printing service? 
I totally get it. The print centre DIY booths are
cheap, quick and easy –  and for a good reason!
Photographers spend hours on end editing your
images to look the way they do.  
 

Cheap printers and ink transform them into
what they are not. It’s like buying a Ferrari
and putting the cheapest wheels on it – you
just don’t do that! 
It’s in the years to come that you’ll want
your prints to last. You’ll want what your
grandmother had; the prints that held the
story, the colour, the feel.  
You need to decide if it is important enough
and invest in the quality of the print, not
quantity. What’s the point in having fifty
photos if in ten years they have faded to
nothing.  
 
Why do our prints cost more than your
usual go-to kiosk lab?  
They are professional, high-quality prints.
We use Atkins Pro Lab in Adelaide who
have been around for more than 81 years.
Atkins care about your stories and the
images that tell them. You won’t find kiosks
in their store, you’ll find people, people who
care. Each image printed goes through real
hands. It goes through the original printing
process. Each image you select whether it’s
a small 4 x 6 hand-made album, a canvas
or large framed print, it is all retouched by
the Feather and Finch team in the studio
before handing it to Atkins Pro to work their
magic.  
 
So, next time you remember those nostalgic
feelings you have when your family album is
brought out during a big birthday or family
dinner, smile and enjoy.  Do you have your
prints ready to be handed down through to
your other loved ones? Will they last? 
Remember who and what is important to
you, please, have more than just five photos
to hold on to forever.  




